FILLED PRODUCTS

How to choose duvets and pillows

Cluster ball premium synthetic fibres blended with silk for a filling that is super soft.
The fibre is supremely breathable, regulating body temperature to keep you warm in
the winter and cool in the summer. The range contains duvets, pillows and a mattress
topper, which are machine washable for the convenience of washing at home.

SLEEP
IN
SILK

DUVET

PILLOWS

Features a soft touch microfibre fabric with a seer sucker
contemporary design, which drapes beautifully around the body
and over the bed. Finished with a bound edge and a wave stitch
design which gives this product a luxurious finishing touch.

Contain a premium micro fibre cluster filling which moulds to the
shape of your head for ultimate comfort. The cluster filling can be
easily re-plumped to ensure the pillows maintain shape and fullness.
Features a soft touch peach skin microfibre cover. Available in a soft
and medium support, perfect for front and back sleepers.

MATTRESS AND PILLOW PROTECTORS
A diamond quilted stitch design adds a luxurious finishing touch. Features a soft touch polyester cover.
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Retains its natural shape and fullness, providing excellent comfort and durability.
The range contains duvets, pillows and mattress toppers, which are machine
washable for the convenience of washing at home.

DUVET
Light weight and incredibly comfortable, draping
beautifully around the body and over the bed. Features a
soft touch peach skin microfibre cover which is finished
with a wave stitch design. Available in a variety of togs
for all weather types.

PILLOWS
Moulds to the shape of your head for ultimate comfort.
Features a soft touch peach skin microfibre cover.
Available in soft, medium and firm support, perfect of all
sleeper types. Also available in square.

MATTRESS TOPPER
Features a wave quilting design and a soft touch cover.
Topper depth approx 3cm and fits mattress depth up
to 30cm.
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IN
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Our Anti Allergy range contains treated fibres which are clinically proven to provide a
healthier sleeping environment for allergy suffers. The range contains duvets, pillows,
protectors and mattress topper. Machine washable for the convenience of washing at home.

DUVET
Filled with premium light weight synthetic fibres providing
extra comfort while still retaining warmth. Features a soft
touch peach skin microfibre cover. Available in a variety of
togs for all weather type.

PILLOWS
Moulds to the shape of your head for ultimate comfort.
Features a soft touch peach skin microfibre cover. Available
in medium support, perfect for back sleepers.

MATTRESS AND PILLOW PROTECTORS
A diamond stitch quilted design adds a perfect finishing
touch. Features a soft touch polyester cover.

MATTRESS TOPPER
Features a wave design and soft touch cover. Topper depth
approx. 3cm and fits mattress depth up to 30cm.
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We only use 100% new feathers and down in all our products so they are resilient and last
even longer. Duck feather and down is thermally efficient, trapping air more effectively.
The ability to trap air for a long time means you will also keep warmer for longer. Generally
feather and down feels lighter than synthetic fibres. This range is available in duvets, pillows
and topper. Machine washable for the convenience of washing at home.

DUCK
FEATHER
& DOWN

DUVET
The filling is held securely in squares or walled pockets so
that it is kept in place for even overall warmth. The piped
finish is both attractive and adds durability. 100% cotton
outer makes the duvet highly breathable. Available in a
variety of togs for all weather type.

PILLOWS
Duck feather and down pillows mould to your head and neck
to provide soft and comfortable support. Duck feather and
down maintains its resiliency, continuing to give you support for
longer. The combination of the duck feather and down and the
cotton casing makes the pillow highly breathable. Available in
medium and firm support, perfect for back and side sleepers.

TOPPER
Luxurious topper with a commination of duck down for
softness and duck feather for support. 100% cotton outer
makes the topper highly breathable. Topper depth approx
3cm and fits mattress depth up to 30cm.
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We only use 100% new feathers and down in all our products so they are resilient and
last even longer. Goose down clusters are bigger than duck clusters so they are loftier
and more luxurious. Goose feather and down is thermally efficient trapping air more
effectively. The ability to trap air for a long time means you also keep warm for longer.
Generally feather and down feels lighter than synthetic fibres. This range is available in
duvets and pillows. Machine washable for the convenience of washing at home.

GOOSE
FEATHER
& DOWN

DUVET
Goose feather and down duvets drape softly and hug the
body of the sleeper so they feel warmer in colder weather.
The filling is held securely in squares or walled pockets so
that it is kept in place for even overall warmth. The piped
finish is both attractive and adds durability. 100% cotton
outer makes the range highly breathable. Available in a
variety of togs for all weather type.

PILLOWS
Goose feather and down maintains its resilience, continuing to
give you support for longer. Goose feather and down pillows
mould to your head and neck to provide soft and comfortable
support. The combination of the Goose feather and down and
the cotton casing makes the pillow highly breathable. Available
in medium support, perfect for back sleepers.

FILLED PRODUCTS
Finding the right duvet and
pillow is essential for ensuring
a good nights sleep.
In this guide we will take you
through the features and
benefits of the following 5
ranges to help you find the
best one to suit you:

1. Sleep in Comfort

2. Anti Allergy

3. Luxury Sleep in Silk

4. Duck Feather and Down

5. Goose Feather and Down

How to choose duvets and pillows

Why don’t you check out our tog rating and pillow
guide below to help you find the best option for you:
Tog Rating Guide
- 4.5 suitable for summer nights
- 10.5 suitable for all year round use
- 13.5 suitable for all year round warmth
- 15 suitable for cold winter nights
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GUIDE

